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Deep learning has been successful in a variety of applications, such as object
recognition, video games, and machine translation. Deep neural networks can auto-
matically learn important features given large training datasets. However, the success
of deep learning in robotic systems in the real world is still limited mainly because
obtaining large datasets and labeling are costly. As a result, much of the successful
work in deep learning has been limited to domains where large datasets are readily
available or easily collected. To address this issue, I propose a framework for acquiring
re-usable skills efficiently combining intrinsic motivation and the control basis frame-
work—a developmental architecture implemented using a landscape of attractors. A
deep neural classifier is used to predict probabilistic control affordances representing
controller states accessible by way of actions. Information theoretic motivation with
v
embedding distance influences exploration in a way that supports learning control
affordances efficiently. The learned affordance is used as a filter to help a robot ex-
perience more positive outcomes of controllers when a robot learns a new affordance.
I conduct quantitative experiments using a dynamic simulator and the results show
that the proposed learning framework enables a mobile manipulator to learn deep
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Robots acquire information on environment through sensors such as RGBD cam-
eras and force-torque sensors to conduct a variety of tasks. The sensory information
can be multi-modal and high-dimensional, and deep learning is a promising approach
to find task-related important features from such high-dimensional multi-modal data.
Deep learning is a machine learning method that uses a neural network with usually
four or more layers and is applied to high dimensional data. Prior to deep learning,
neural networks with many layers had a problem with learning due to a vanishing
gradient, a lack of large training data, and insufficient computational resources. A
stack of auto-encoders [1] and a deep convolutional neural network so called Alexnet
[2] implemented using powerful GPUs and large datasets successfully conquered some
of these problems. This recent progress in convolutional neural networks has shown
great improvements in image recognition tasks over traditional hand-crafted features
[2]. Since then, deep learning has been successful in a variety of related tasks that
depend primarily on visual information such as visual object recognition [2], playing
video games [3], Go [4], and linguistic translation [5] because of its ability to learn
important features and generalize to previously unseen data.
However, the widespread application of deep learning is still limited due to sys-
temic challenges exemplified by applications in the robotics domain: (1) State and
action are usually high dimensional and continuous; (2) The state is partially observ-
able; (3) The actions the robot takes are stochastic; (4) Collecting large datasets is
not an easy task; (5) Data is expensive in both time and energy; (6) It is hard to
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transfer a policy learned in a simulator to the real environment because simulators are
not faithful surrogates for the real world—important details are obscured in render-
ing, qualitative sensor signals, and discrete time approximations of the continuous and
non-continuous dynamics; (7) Programmers are still primarily responsible for defining
states, actions, and rewards on a case-by-case basis; (8) Real-world experiments often
require external interventions to reset the system following risky behavior—robots
are unable, in general, to reset themselves. These are the reasons why the success of
deep learning in robotic systems in the real world is still limited.
Human infants, on the other hand, have the abilities to learn complex skills effec-
tively. For example, structuring skill learning hierarchically can reduce the complexity
of learning and intrinsic motivators can be used, in principle, to eliminate the need
for external supervision. Exploiting these principles of infant developmental learning
can be a possible way of overcoming these challenges in robotics. This dissertation
aims to reduce the prohibitive amount of training that is hampering the application
of deep learning in robotics by exploiting two principles of infant development: in-
trinsic motivations and sequential development. Huber and Grupen investigated how
to apply the principles to robotics [6]. In their study, the primitive forms of behavior
collectively describe a computational basis with which complex control actions de-
rived. This approach is called the control basis framework. This dissertation aims to
solve complex tasks with high dimensional sensory inputs by extending this frame-
work with deep neural networks. The control basis framework provides a hierarchical
structure of skills and sequential skill learning. Deep learning can be used to deal
with the high dimensional sensory inputs. To reduce the effort required to collect
data, self-supervision techniques have been used to supply labels automatically with-
out human experts [7, 8, 9]. However, these techniques still require a large number
of training samples to achieve reliable performance. Active learning and intrinsic
motivations are approaches to sample data efficiently, however, they have not been
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studied adequately in high dimensional state spaces [10, 11] and especially in robotics.
This dissertation provides the following contributions to reduce training time in deep
sensorimotor learning of a mobile manipulator.
1. Fixed point structure of closed-loop systems is exploited to provide useful ab-
stractions of training data. Output neurons in a neural network are treated
as activation for closed-loop motor units formulated using control basis frame-
work. The neural network learns the probability of the convergence of the
closed-loop controller programs given the current environment. I call this prob-
ability as affordance 1 in this dissertation. The closed-loop abstraction provides
a method for self-supervision in which a robot labels its training experiences
autonomously.
2. Intrinsic motivation is used to bias the selection of effective training examples.
I implement different information theoretic intrinsic motivators from the liter-
ature in the proposed framework and discuss the strengths and weaknesses. In
particular, measures of entropy are combined with embedding distance to make
training examples more productive.
3. I show that the acquired affordance, i.e. “touching” can be used to bias ex-
ploration toward productive training samples i.e. for “grasping.” This avoids
“unlearning” when the positive results are difficult to find and negative results
are much more probable than successful results.
The organization of this dissertation is as follows: Chapter 2 discusses related work
on deep learning, intrinsic motivation, and active learning. Chapter 3 presents a brief
overview of the control basis framework. Chapter 4 introduces the self-supervision
1Affordance was originally defined by Gibson as follows: “The affordances of the environment
are what it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill” [12]. In robotics,
affordance usually means what the robot can do in the environment.
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mechanism using the control basis framework. Chapter 5 introduces intrinsically-
motivated, self-supervised learning framework for acquiring sensorimotor affordances
and applies them to a mobile manipulator. Chapter 6 introduces embedding distance
to improve the intrinsic motivator and shows how the robot can use learned affor-





This dissertation incorporates with deep learning, intrinsic motivation, active
learning, and control basis framework. Section 2.1 introduces applications of deep
learning in robotics. Section 2.2 presents the use of intrinsic motivation, active learn-
ing, and belief space planning. Section 2.3 introduces deep learning in general to
share common techniques and structures adopted in a variety of applications. The
control basis framework is explained in Chapter 3.
2.1 Deep Learning in Robotics
Neural networks have been used as function approximators in reinforcement learn-
ing. For example, Gullapalli et al. applied a reinforcement learning algorithm with
a “deep” neural network that has two hidden layers to learn peg-and-hole tasks for
a real robot manipulator [13, 14]. Recently, Minh et al. have proposed Deep Q net-
works (DQNs) to solve problems in a video game domain. They combined reinforce-
ment learning (RL) with convolutional neural networks (CNN) [3]. A replay-memory
contributes to effective learning because the data sampled from the memory is inde-
pendently and identically distributed. The action space in this video game domain
is discrete and DQN is not directly applicable to robotics where the action space is
continuous. Lillicrap et al. proposed deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) that
is an extension of DQN for problems with continuous action space [15]. They applied
deterministic policy gradient [16] with actor and critic networks to train policies ef-
ficiently. The results in simulation were competitive with those of optimal control
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policies. However, real robot experiments were not performed in their work. DDPG
can be combined with human demonstration to perform insertion tasks on a real robot
system [17]. They used a reward function that uses a convolutional neural network to
detect whether the task is completed. Human demonstrations were necessary to deal
with the difficulty of exploration. Levine et al. applied deep reinforcement learning
architectures to learn a number of manipulation tasks that require close coordination
between vision and motor control [18]. Optimal control trajectories were used as guid-
ing policies to resolve motor torque outputs from visual input. Sermanet et al. worked
on a reward shaping problem to generate a reward function that is appropriate for
imitation learning in an unsupervised manner [19]. Video prediction with robot ac-
tions can be used to plan robot motions [20]. Ku et al. used extracted features from
intermediate layers of a convolutional neural network for grasping tasks [21]. They
identified nodes in the network that captures the 3D positions of the features by
backward tracing activated neurons. Gualtieri et al. used large online datasets of ob-
jects to train a convolutional neural network to classify a good or a bad grasp using
point clouds [22]. They generated two-dimensional grasp features that were computed
from point clouds. These features were used as inputs for the CNN. My work with
Wilkinson extracted features from the last fully connected layer to find the closest
object class and features from an intermediate layer to determine the closest aspect
(a form of discretized orientation) [23]. We also investigated different dimensional
compression algorithms and applied a ball-tree index structure so that the compari-
son between features in the scene and features in the model database can be done in
real-time [23]. Zeng et al. applied deep reinforcement learning to learn pushing and
grasping [24]. The robot used pushing to rearrange cluttered environments to grasp
objects easily.
Deep learning techniques also exist for learning robot navigation directly from
high-dimensional sensory inputs. Imitation learning using deep nerual networks has
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been used for a real autonomous vehicle to drive off-road at a high speed [25]. Tamer
et al. proposed Value Iteration Networks (VIN) to learn control dynamics and naviga-
tion. Khan et al. integrated VINs with differential neural computing [26] for naviga-
tion. Takahashi et al. used U-Net [27] and investigated appropriate loss functions to
learn heuristic functions for path planning algorithms [28]. The results indicate that
deep neural networks can learn heuristic functions that guide a planner to a goal effi-
ciently compared to hand-crafted heuristics, such as Manhattan distance and scaled
Manhattan distance [29] if appropriate loss functions are used to train the networks.
Deep learning in robotics also needs a large dataset. For example, Pinto et al. col-
lected training data for 700 robot hours [8] to learn grasping. Levine used 14 robotics
arms to collect data for two months [7]. Takahashi et al. generated about 200,000
maps to learn a heuristic function for path planning problems [28]. Unfortunately,
it is not the case that networks learned in simulation easily transfer to real robot
systems despite millions of training simulations over hundreds of hours [30]. Work
with progressive neural networks shows promise by exploiting a deep composition
of features among columns of domain-specific networks to adapt simulation to real-
world policies [31]. These architectures have quadratic parameter growth when a new
column is necessary for each new domain. A multi-staged architecture relying on
exhaustive search over candidate regions in the scene for detection and execution of
grasps have been shown [32] to avoid hand-designing features for grasping [33, 34].
Christiano et al. proposed Sim2Real which transfers a policy learned in simulation
to the real world by training the inverse dynamics model. Matas et al. also worked
on transferring policy from simulation to the real world in deformable object manip-
ulation domains [35]. Tobin et al. proposed randomizing the number and shape of
distractor objects, position and texture of objects and background, the number of
lights, and noise processes in simulation so that the learned policy can be generalized
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in the real world [36]. However, simulating contacts loads and force feedback remains
a significant challenge.
This dissertation proposes a principled method for robots to explore and evaluate
their own training experiences, similar in motivation to work reported by Pinto and
Gupta that used hundreds of hours of grasp performance data and heuristic super-
vision functions for labeling [8]. Recent work by Levine et al. incorporated a similar
predefined metric to self-supervise a network built to predict the probability of grasp
success [7]. The approach in this dissertation differs in the way that self-supervision
is determined using the state of the closed-loop primitives and captures the robot’s
evaluation of its own actions through direct closed-loop interactions with the environ-
ment. In this case, the output of our network corresponds to the robot’s prediction
of the status of primitive closed-loop controllers. In [8], they collected most of the
training samples randomly after they applied a background subtraction algorithm to
find regions of interest. In [7], they also collected most of the data randomly. In
contrast, this dissertation proposes the use of an entropy-based intrinsic motivator
with embedding distance to select the most informative training sample.
2.2 Intrinsic Motivation, Active Learning and Perception
One of the challenges in designing a reinforcement learning is the specification of
an appropriate reward function. Although the video game domains can use “scores”
as a reward function to learn skills, there are no such “scores” in the real world.
However, infants of many species are intrinsically motivated to explore environments,
understand the world and learn skills well-suited to the aptitudes of their bodies—
kinematics, dynamics, perceptual apparatuses, and nervous systems. Thus, intrin-
sic motivation may be one of the critical components of robots that learn skills
autonomously as result of direct interaction with the real world. Intrinsic motiva-
tions have been investigated in the field of psychology [37, 38]. Schmidhuber in-
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troduced curiosity in RL system defined as the expectation of the cumulative sum
of future changes in prediction reliability [39]. Baldassarre and Mirolli presented
a comprehensive summary of intrinsically motivated learning [40]. There are com-
monly cited types of intrinsic motivation (IM) in robotics: knowledge-based IM and
competence-based IM. Knowledge-based IM is related to novelty detection related to
unexpected features, objects and events often expressed in terms of information gain.
Competence-based IM focuses on the particular abilities or skills of the agent [10],
as the measure of competence often using the difference between expected and ob-
served outcomes. Barto et al. applied intrinsic motivation to reinforcement learning
to learn skills [41] using a motivation (reward) representing the difference between
the predicted outcome and the actual outcome. Hart and Grupen used intrinsically
motivated reinforcement learing to learn hierarchical policies and applied the policies
to new contexts, beyond those used to train the system [42].
Bellemare et al. introduced a pseudo-count technique using empirical density mod-
els to approximate the probability of the state [43]. This model provides component
of reward that leads to exploring the space effectively.
Similar information metrics have been used in active perception and active learning
to select the next action. Active perception provides a mechanism to decide sensor
modality and geometry to reduce uncertainty. The information gain between the
predicted entropy and the current entropy serves as the motivation. Araya-Lopez
et al. have formulated this type of problem as ρ-POMDP that uses a function of
beliefs as a reward [44]. Denzler et al. applied the information gain to decide the
camera configuration to reduce the uncertainty of environmental state estimates. The
information gain is used as a motivation to perform the action [45]. Simulating
outcome states using a forward model is costly because it requires to sample actions
and observations from continuous space. Takahashi et al. applied utility theory with
Bayesian networks to actively decide the next robot pose and the next sensing operator
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considering the action and the environmental context in object search tasks [46].
Ruiken et al. proposed an Active Belief Planner (ABP) and applied information gain
and object affordance models called aspect transition graph (ATG) to recognize, find,
and manipulate objects [47, 48]. By virtue of the ATG’s discretized representation,
planning is efficient and can be applicable to real-time operations. ABP outperforms
the point based value iteration [49] in active object recognition tasks [50]. A concept
of aspects is originally introduced in the 70s [51] to represent an object using multiple
viewpoints. The ATG describes how a robot can interact with objects. Takahashi et
al. showed that such active perception mechanism can be combined with a symbolic
planner to perform a complex task [52]. The robot is intrinsically motivated to find
target objects and to ground symbols in the world for a symbolic planner. However,
while the system was robust at the object level, it remained brittle at the task level
because of missing or hidden state and the stochastic outcome of actions. Later,
Lanighan et al. extended this system to create a hierarchical IM-driven active belief
planner that accomplishes the same tasks and that actively suppresses uncertainty at
the task level as well [53]. Actions used in these experiments [52, 53] were specific
to experimental objects (ARcubes) [48]. In this dissertation, the robot learns control
affordances that can be incorporated into the ABP framework. Hence, in principle,
ABPs can generalize to other objects and tasks both in terms of perceptual modes
and manipulation actions.
Intrinsically motivated learning is closely related to active learning [54]. Active
learning aims to select a subset of unlabeled data points to train a classifier efficiently
(see [11] for a survey). Active learning is often used when randomized exploration
is inefficient or labeling is costly. The acquisition function used in active learning
mechanisms determines which informative query to execute. This function often uses
an information metric that measures uncertainty of classifiers. In the following, I
will use the term intrinsic motivators everywhere that the acquisition function would
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have been used in these active learning mechanisms because this function motivates
a robot to execute an exploratory action. Existing active learning techniques scale
poorly to high-dimensional data [11, 55]. Researchers have started investigating active
learning for convolutional neural networks recently although it is still an open question
[56, 57, 58]. Gal et al. introduced deep Bayesian active learning in image recognition
to query unlabeled samples efficiently [56]. Dropout layers are used to provide a
better approximation of the uncertainty in the network. Batch-query active learning
algorithms have been proposed for convolutional networks in classification tasks [57,
58]. However, a robot can query only one sample at a time while batch-query active
learning queries a large portion of unlabeled data simultaneously. Thus, the batch
active learning method is not easily applicable to robotics. The use of active learning
methods for self-supervised deep sensorimotor learning has not been well studied, and
this dissertation aims to investigate the behavior of active learning methods in deep
sensorimotor learning tasks. To train a neural network efficiently, there are other
approaches, such as curriculum learning [59], Bayesian optimization and learning
from demonstrations. For example, Konidaris et al. proposed Constructing Skill
Trees (CST) to create a skill chain from demonstration trajectories [60]. This thesis
focuses on intrinsic motivation and hierarchical learning. Hence, curriculum learning
and learning from demonstration are out of the scope of this dissertation.
2.3 Deep Learning
Handcrafted features (SIFT [61] and SURF [62] for example) combined with fea-
ture descriptors (bag-of-features [63] and VLAD [64] for example) were the standard
inputs to classifiers like support vector machine (SVM) [65] in object recognition
problems until deep convolutional neural network (AlexNet) [2] outperformed such
traditional pipelines in Imagenet competition in 2012. Although convolutional neural
network was proposed in 1980 by Fukushima et al. as neocognition [66], we needed
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to wait until various techniques were proposed to make it work in difficult object
recognition tasks. Important techniques used in AlexNet [2] were overlapping max
pooling for effective down-sampling, rectified linear unit nonlinearity for dealing with
vanishing gradient problems and fast computation, and the use of multiple GPUs for
fast parallel computation. To improve optimization, a variety of gradient decent algo-
rithms have been proposed, such as RMSPROP [67], ADAGRAD[68], and ADAM[69].
Over-fitting is one of the major problems in machine learning, and deep neural net-
work can be easily over-fitted because of its rich capacity to memorize training data.
Regularization by punishing large weights, dropout layers [70], and normalization
technique, such as batch normalization [71], layer normalization [72], and group nor-
malization [73] are the major approaches to alleviate over-fitting and to obtain more
generalizability. These normalization methods normalize inputs to the next layer and
can also help decreasing oscillations of gradient descent so that the convergence is
fast. Training a large neural network is supported by powerful GPUs and a large
dataset. For example, ImageNet [74] is a large dataset of computer vision tasks, and
it has 1.2 million labeled images. To increase the capacity of neural networks, deeper
neural networks have been proposed as VGG [75], Inception network [76], and ResNet
[77]. In semantic segmentation tasks, fully convolutional network [78] and U-Net [27]
have been proposed. These networks use deconvolutional operations to generate im-
ages. To render novel images, a generative adversarial network (GAN) was proposed
[79]. In GAN, a generator network learns to draw images and a disriminator network
learns to evaluate whether images are from the generator network or from the real
dataset. These networks compete with each other to improve performance on the
task. However, it is hard in general to train a GAN because of this competition.
If input is time-series data or text, recurrent neural network (RNN) and long short
term memory (LSTM) [80] can be applied. Recently, Neural Turing Machine (NTM)
[81] and differentiable neural computers [82] have been introduced to improve LSTM.
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These neural machines have memory architectures that use neural networks (hence
differentiable) to read and write memory to keep longer dependency of the data.
Deep neural network can be used as a feature extraction algorithm. Wilkinson
and Takahashi extract features from a pre-trained deep convolutional neural network
to recognize objects and their aspects with respect to previously seen samples [23].




In this dissertation, the control basis framework is exploited to provide useful
abstractions of training data and to provide robust controls. Chapter 3 summarizes
the control basis framework and introduces closed-loop actions.
The proposed approach draws inspiration from clinical and neurophysiological re-
sults in developmental psychology that indicate that infants are endowed with a suite
of developmental reflexes. Developmental reflexes bias the experiences of human in-
fants to learn skills efficiently. Infants learn to compose native reflexive responses
into intentional actions [84]. Human infants learn skills according to a developmen-
tal schedule and biological motivations, and use developmental reflexes as building
blocks for sequential behavior [85]. Once infants develop simple behavior, they build
new behavior layer by layer upon the previously learned behavior. The control basis
framework proposed in [86, 87] supports parametric closed-loop motor primitives with
which to realize a related developmental trajectory in robot systems. The result is a
practical implementation of reusable skills that can be applied to a variety of tasks.
Hart developed an API for generalizable control programs based on the control basis
framework [42]. Control basis framework has been used in mobile manipulation plan-
ning [47, 48, 88, 89]. In general, demonstrations of the control basis have, thus far,
been evaluated using simple visual features. A technical contribution of the disserta-
tion is to include a richer variety of visual features in the control basis framework that
have not been studied or evaluated extensively despite their promising results pro-
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duced by a real robot system. This dissertation investigates the extension of control
basis framework by applying to high dimensional multimodal sensory inputs.
3.1 Closed-loop Controller Dynamics
I employ the Control Basis Framework [42, 86, 87] to enumerate closed-loop per-
ceptual control policies. These controllers φ|στ , consist of a combination of potential
functions (φ ∈ Φ), sensory inputs (σ ∈ Σ), and motor resources (τ ∈ T ) [86, 87].
Controllers achieve their objective by following gradients in the potential function
φ(σ) with respect to changes in the value of the motor references. Gradients are
described by the error Jacobian,
J = ∂φ(σ)/∂uτ
References to low-level motor units ∆uτ are computed as
∆uτ = −kJ#φ(σ)
= −kJT (JJT )−1φ(σ)
where J# = JT (JJT )−1 is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of J , and k is the step
size [90]. A control action can be configured to address multiple objectives. Consider
a composite controller that is constructed from controllers c1 and c2 where c1 is a
superior controller and c2 is a subordinate controller.
∆uτ = −k1J#1 φ1(·)−N1(k2J#2 φ2(·)) (3.1)
where N1 = I−J#1 J1 is the nullspace of the superior controller. This ensures that the
subordinate controller does not interfere with the objective of the superior controller.
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However, only the superior objective is guaranteed to converge to its goal [90]. The
subject-to operator / defines the relationship between c1 and c2. For example, c2 / c1
(c2 subject-to c1) denotes that c1 is the primary controller and c2 is the subordinate
controller. When there are three objectives, motor references ∆uτ is computed as
follows:
∆uτ = −k1J#1 φ1(·)−N1(k2J#2 φ2(·)−N2(k3J#3 φ3(·))) (3.2)
The interaction between the embodied system and the environment is modeled as
a dynamical system, allowing the robot to evaluate the status of its actions as the
time-varying state of a closed-loop system. The time history of the error state (φ, φ˙)
is a strong surrogate for the state of the interaction with an unknown environment
[91, 92]. The state description γt at time t, is derived directly from the dynamics
(φ, φ˙) of the controller using a simple classifier:
γt(φ|στ ) =

Undefined : φ has undefined reference
Transient : |φ˙| ≥ 1
Converged : |φ˙| ≤ 1
(3.3)
where 1 is a small constant. To simplify notation, γ is occasionally used instead
of γt(φ|στ ) in the rest of this dissertation. The robot performs actions by executing
control programs attached to a reference state.
3.2 Control Primitives
The experiments in the dissertation concern mobile manipulation and they rely
on a number of closed-loop control primitives. The following closed-loop motion
primitives A0 are used in this dissertation.
A0 = {φrom, φcartesian, φmob, φforce, φdist-line} (3.4)
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3.2.1 Kinematic Conditioning Objective Function
A kinematic conditioning objective function φrom produces gradients toward the
middle of the range of motion (ROM) for each degree of freedom (DOF). It is mainly
used to avoid nonlinearities associated with limits to each joints range of motion. It
has the by-product effect that reduces the probability of self-collision. Let Njoint be
the number of joints in a robot, σ[i] be the current position of joint i , σmin[i] and
σmax[i] be the minimum range and the maximum range of the joint i respectively.
Objective functions for each arm are defined as follows:




σ[i]− 0.5(σmin[i] + σmax[i])
σmax[i]− σmin[i] pi) (3.5)
3.2.2 Cartesian Error Function
A quadratic error function φcartesian is the squared error between a Cartesian
reference and the current Cartesian position of the end-effector. Let σref be a control
goal that is a position of end-effector and σact be the current end-effector position.
φcartesian is formulated as follows:
φcartesian(σ) = (σref − σact)T (σref − σact) (3.6)
The gradient of this function suppresses disturbances and moves the end-effector to
the reference Cartesian position.
3.2.3 Linear Error Function
A distance function φdist-line computes a distance from a specific line. This ob-
jective function makes robot hands move along with the line. For example, the line
can be between the initial right hand position and the initial left position. When
the robot needs to move its arms along with this line, φdist-line measures the squared
distance between the line and the current hand positions. Let σ0 be the initial hand
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position, σref be the Cartesian reference and σact be the current position. φdist-line is
computed as follows:
φdist-line(σ) =
||(σact − σ0)× (σact − σref )||2
||σref − σ0||2 . (3.7)
3.2.4 Force Error Function
Objective function φforce describes the quadratic error between a reference force
and a current force. Let f ref be a reference force and fact be a current force. φforce
is defined as follows:
φforce = (f ref − fact)T (f ref − fact) (3.8)
This function is mainly used to detect a guarded motion or a force closure of bimanual
grasping.
3.2.5 Harmonic Function for Navigation
A collision-free motion controller is included in the set of actions. It can be applied
in Cartesian space or subsets of configuration space. If the robot needs to move from
the current location to the reference location, it creates a collision-free path controller
in the x-y floor plane that is based on the harmonic function potential φmob [93, 94].







A Dirichlet boundary condition, φ|∂Ω = 1, is used on the boundaries ∂Ω of the map.
The potential of goals in the discrete map is set to zero. For all nodes in the grid
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.1: Reach-Touch control program: The Reach controller and the Touch
controller are integrated to form the Reach-Touch control program : (a) the initial
pose of the robot and the robot activates the Reach controller; (b) the Reach
controller reaches its goal and the robot activates the Touch controller; (c) the
Touch controller detects a tactile event.
labeled FREESPACE, a numerical solution to Laplaces equation is computed by
Successive Over Relaxation (SOR):





φ(k+1)(xi−1, yj) + φ(k)(xi, yj+1) +
φ(k)(xi, yj−1)− 4φ(k)(xi, yj)),
where k is the iteration number, ω is the acceleration constant, (xi, yj) represents
positions in a occupancy grid map. The controller follows the gradient of this potential
field.
3.3 Composite Actions
Closed-loop motion primitives shown in the previous section yield composite ac-
tions: Reach, Touch and Reach-Touch. Reach is a composite action φrom /
φcartesian. touch is a composite action φrom / φcartesian / φforce.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2: Grasp control program: The Reach controller and the Compress
controller are integrated to form the Grasp control program : (a) the initial pose of
the robot and the robot activates the Reach controller; (b) the Reach controller
reaches its goal and the robot activates the Compress controller; (c) the Compress
controller reaches the desired compression magnitude.
The action set A1 is formulated as follows:
A1 = A0 ∪ {Reach,Touch,Reach-Touch} (3.9)
A control program Reach-Touch moves the end-effector to form an initial contact
by executing Reach, and it generates movements to achieve a reference contact force
by executing Touch sequentially. An example of Reach-Touch is shown in Figure
3.1.
The action set A2 is formulated as follows:
A2 = A1 ∪ {compress, Grasp} (3.10)
COMPRESS is a primitive bimanual controller. COMPRESS has two objective
functions. φforce is the primary objective function that is an error between the desired
force and the current force. φdist-line is the secondary objective function that is the
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distance from the current hand position to the line between the initials hand positions
x0,R and x0,L where R is “Right” and L is “Left”.
Actions in A2 can be integrated to form control programs. For example, a bi-
manual control program Grasp moves end-effectors to the surface of an object and
compresses the object by executing Reach and Compress sequentially. An exam-
ple of Grasp is presented in Figure 3.2. More sophisticated grasping control has
previously been implemented on a robot with multiple fingers using the control basis
framework [95, 96]. Grasp control program in this dissertation is simpler, but is
adequate for the current study.
3.4 Learning Search Distributions
Given an appropriate reference for a controller, the robot is able to perform a reli-
able action to execute a task using the closed-loop programs shown above. However,
finding such appropriate references for some controllers is challenging. The approach
used in this dissertation finds appropriate references by learning affordances of con-
troller programs. This affordance is equivalent to SEARCH distribution used in the
control basis framework [42]. SEARCH distribution provides a posteriori estimate
of references where a controller program is likely to converge. Deep neural networks
learn the affordance to predict a future controller state given an observation and a
controller reference. For example, Reach-Touch affordance is used to “search” a
contact event. After the event is found, the robot can “track” the contact event to
push an object if the task is pushing an object.
The particular choice of learning convergence of closed-loop primitives in this dis-
sertation is due to the convergence results demonstrated in [91] for regular convex
prismatic objects. Experiments were later performed on a robot manipulator agreeing
with these convergence guarantees [95]. Furthermore, Platt et al. showed that com-
posite controllers (i.e. combinations of these primitives) exhibit these convergence
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guarantees for irregular, non-prismatic, and non-convex objects as well [96]. Hence,
these controllers are reliable given appropriate goals that can be learned through the
algorithm in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 4
SELF-SUPERVISED VISUOMOTOR LEARNING USING
MOTOR UNIT FEEDBACK
It is challenging for robot systems to collect sufficiently large sets of data. Labeling
the large datasets is also costly. To address this issue, Chapter 4 introduces a self-
supervised approach that simplifies deep visuomotor skill acquisition using output
neurons to activate closed-loop motor units formulated in the control basis framework
[9]. Feedback regarding controllers status provides a method for self-supervision in
which robots label their own experiences for training. The experiments employ a real
robot system (uBot-6) with a primitive fixed target Grasp controller. The results
show that uBot-6 can quickly learn the affordance of Grasp.
4.1 Grasp Control
Grasp takes a particular target goal g that defines a “search” goal where the
robot expects tactile responses in a geometry that yield force closure grasps.
g = ([x, y, z]L, [x, y, z]R,M) , (4.1)
where the search (control) goal g is given by vectors describing the Cartesian po-
sitions [x, y, z]h to reach to for each hand h (with L and R denoting the left and
right hands) and a particular desired compression magnitude M that the robot uses
as a reference to track. This Grasp control program is a sequential composition of
two primitives controllers described by control programs Reach and Compress as
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shown in Chapter 3. The former controls the position of the end effectors relative
to Cartesian goals and the latter tracks the reference bimanual compressive force re-
quired by the grasp. The robot evaluates the compressive force by tracking set-point
position errors during the Compress action. If the compress action converges to the
Cartesian set-points, then the grasping controller is unable track the internal com-
pressive forces required for a force closure grasp and the status of the corresponding
Compress (and therefore, Grasp) control is unconverged. In the context of a
viscoelastic control framework, the compress action interprets steady state position
errors to estimate contact forces f in the bimanual grasp [97].
f = k∆x (4.2)
where ∆x is the error between the current Cartesian coordinate of the contact and
the Cartesian references for compress, and k ∈ R+ is a spring constant representing
the Cartesian stiffness of the robot arms. k = 1 was used in the experiment.
The reflexive grasping action presented in this chapter draws inspiration from
developmental phenomena. Insight from cognitive psychology indicates that infants
are inherently encoded by primitive reflex repertoire and must learn to encode this set
of motor skills into intentional actions—as psychologist Zelazo describes, this is one of
the first functions of the cognitive process [84]. This is demonstrated in this chapter
using a relatively small convolutional neural network architecture with output neurons
mapping to control state of Grasp that is derived from the asymptotic behavior of
the controller.
4.2 uBot-6 Mobile Manipulator
The uBot-6 robot platform (shown in Figure 4.1) is a 13 degrees of freedom (DOF),
toddler-sized, dynamically balancing, humanoid mobile manipulator designed and
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Figure 4.1: uBot-6 mobile manipulator
built at the Laboratory for Perceptual Robotics [98]. The uBot-6 is equipped with
an Asus Xtion Pro Live RGB-D camera. The uBot-6 employs the Robot Operating
System (ROS) as a publish/subscribe middleware to implement the control basis
applications necessary to perform the experiments in this dissertation [99]. Actions
correspond to the execution of closed-loop control programs. Primitive actions are
defined as basis controllers with a reference goal.
4.3 Self-Supervision via Controller State
An approach in which robots can autonomously acquire large sets of training data
from experience is proposed in this dissertation. This relies on the fact that the
robot can reliably self-label training instances by querying the status of controllers
(Figure 4.2). A data collection node was integrated with uBot-6 and ROS to capture
depth images at 10 Hz during each grasp trial. Grasp trials take approximately 10 -
20 seconds and as a result, the robot acquires at least 100 training images for each
grasp. In addition to saving the depth image at 10 Hz, if at any time the state of
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Self-supervision: uBot-6 self-labels experiences for training using closed-
loop controller (motor unit) state.
the controller γ changes, an additional depth image is logged and saved into memory.
The objects used in this study are illustrated in Figure 4.3 —two of the objects in
the training set were from the YCB grasp dataset [100].
During a grasping session, the robot was presented with a subset of 12 training
objects (Figure 4.3) provided at different positions and orientations in the scene.
Additional objects were added to the scene as distractors—they were either placed
out of reach, on top of other objects, or to occlude areas of the scene to produce
training instances that incorporate a large amount of clutter. 150 grasping trials
were collected over the course of about two hours of robot run time. For each grasp,
the robot executes a Grasp controller while continuously saving depth images. Motor
goals are defined a priori, without reference to visual images, and the classifier was
trained to predict whether the prior fixed goals should succeed in grasping any object
in the scene. The Grasp controller is executed until |φ˙| ≤  indicating that the
controller is no longer making progress towards the target fixed point. When this
condition is satisfied, the Grasp control state is used as the label for the entire




Figure 4.3: The object set used in Chapter 4: (a) the training set consisting of 12
objects with a number of distractors; (b) the test set.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Samples from visual streams that ended in converged grasps. Back-
ground objects including humans can be moving.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Samples from visual streams that ended in unconverged grasps.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of the network architecture consisting of two convolutional
layers followed by a dense linear rectified layer which is densely connected to a softmax
output layer. The network’s input is a size 160 × 120 depth image and the output
corresponds to predictions regarding the convergence or quiescence of the controller
φGrasp.
history of images generated by successful and unsuccessful grasp trials are illustrated
in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 where RGBD images sampled from image sequences
generated during successful and unsuccessful grasp trials. The robot is reset to the
same initial state between trials.
In total, uBot-6 self-labeled 150 grasp experiences, consisting of 17714 depth im-
ages. About a half of the grasp experiences are Converged examples. As these
images contribute to a time history during the grasp, many of these images are simi-
lar, and 4556 depth images were used.
4.4 Neural Network Architecture
A picture of the neural network architecture used is illustrated in Figure 4.6.
The depth image obtained by the Asus Xtion Pro Live RGB-D camera collected and
self-labeled by the robot is subsampled into an input of size 160 × 120. At the first
convolutional layer, 16 filters of size 8 × 8 with a stride of four is applied to the
input image at the first convolutional layer. The second layer convolves the resulting
38 × 29 × 16 output with 32 filters of size 4 × 4 with a stride of two. Another 32
filters of size 4 × 4 convolves this 18 × 13 × 32 output using a stride of two at the
third convolutional layer. This is then fully connected to 256 neurons with Rectified
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Linear Units (ReLu) as a nonlinear activation function. Finally, a softmax is applied
connecting to the output layer consisting of two neurons for each controller in the
set Φ, which, in this case, contains only Grasp. The purpose of each of these two
neurons is to predict the controller state γt(φ|στ ) at the time t = T where |φ˙| ≤  is
satisfied and the controller terminates by either converged or unconverged.
We used the categorical cross-entropy between network predictions pi,j and train-
ing targets ti,j describing the network’s loss function to update weights in the network.
This loss function is computed as follows:







where N is the number of samples in a batch, j is a controller state, and S is the
number of terminal controller states (|φ˙| ≤ ). RMSProp [67] was used to update the
weights of the network with a learning rate α = 0.0001 and decay factor ρ = 0.99.
This particular convolutional neural network was implemented using Lasagne1 and
ROS.
4.5 Experiments
The network was trained using the set of training data that was obtained by self-
labeling using control basis feedback. The trained network was tested using 10 novel
objects that were not present in the training set—five of these objects were physically
graspable by the robot, while the other five were not graspable using the simple grasp
controller employed. For instance, objects may not be tall enough to afford a bimanual
grasp by the uBot-6 platform. The objects introduced in Figure 4.3 were randomly
presented in 10 different positions and orientations in 1 m× 1 m workspace directly























Figure 4.7: Training plot: comparing the validation accuracy of three different net-
work architectures: network with one, three, and five convolutional layers.
affordance at the preset Cartesian location supported by the particular configuration
of objects in the scene. Afterwards, the robot performs the grasp action by executing
the controller to validate its prediction. A successful prediction is one that matches
the controller state after the validating action is performed.
To compensate for sensor noise, the robot performs k predictions before deciding
the controller outcome. To predict controller convergence, γ(φGrasp) = Converged,






(P (γi(φGrasp = j))
)
where P (γi(φGrasp = Unconverged)) and P (γi(φGrasp = Converged)) are out-
puts from the convolutional neural network describing the predicted controller state
given an observation at time i. k = 5 was used in the experiments. This means that
we used consecutive five frames to predict the controller outcome.
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4.6 Results
The training result is present in Figure 4.7 in which we compare the accuracies
among networks that leverage architectures of different depth. All 4556 depth images
were used during each epoch. The network with one convolutional layer uses 16 filters
of size 8× 8 with a stride of four. The network with five convolutional layers uses 16
filters of size 8× 8 with a stride of four in the first layer, 32 filters of size 4× 4 with a
stride of two in the second layer, 32 filters of size 4×4 with a stride of two in the third
layer, 32 filters of size 2× 2 with a stride of one in the fourth layer, and 32 filters of
size 2×2 with a stride of one in the fifth layer. The last two layers are the same for all
the networks. The validation accuracy of the 5-conv-layer network and the 3-conv-
layer network converge to about 93% after 250 epochs. It appears that additional
convolutional layers beyond three adds little marginal value—we observe that an
additional two layers adds less than 1% validation accuracy. The difference in the
performance between the network with five convolutional layers and the network with
three convolutional layers is minimal. Therefore, three convolutional layers described
above was adopted as it requires less computation and less memory than those of
the 5-convolutional layers network. Despite the task seeming simple, it is in reality
difficult to achieve high validation accuracy with a single convolutional network. A
single convolution is insufficient in achieving high accuracy—we hypothesize that this
is because observing solely depth discontinuities in the depth image is not enough in
deciding the control state.
The experiment results using novel objects consisting of 75 grasp instances by the
uBot-6 platform are summarized in Table 4.1 with an overall test accuracy about
93.33% over all grasp trials. Five testing objects were not graspable using the simple
grasp control. This is indicated with “−”. Correctly and incorrectly predicted trials
are illustrated in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. The robot was able to predict the grasp
controller state correctly for most of the objects despite the fact that the robot has
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Table 4.1: Correct predictions of controller state: Real robot testing results on the
uBot-6 where each number denotes the number of correctly predicted trials over
the number of grasp attempts that resulted in a particular controller state when
|φ˙Grasp| ≤ .
γ =Converged γ =unconverged Accuracy
Trash can 5/5 4/5 90%
Brown Box 4/5 5/5 90%
Cardboard box 4/5 4/5 80%
Computer 5/5 4/5 90%
Pile of balls 5/5 5/5 100%
Small ball – 5/5 100%
Wire roll – 5/5 100%
Funnel – 5/5 100%
Umbrella – 5/5 100%
Mug & Joystick – 5/5 100%
Total 23/25 47/50 93.33%
never seen these objects in training. Furthermore, robot predicted the outcome per-
fectly for non-graspable objects. This result illustrates that the neural network does
not exhibit an overfitting phenomenon despite the limited dataset size. We assume
that this is due to the reduction in output neurons permitted by the definition of
actions in terms of closed-loop motor units, reducing the number of weights required.
It may be also attributed to having a high variety of object properties (in different
shapes and sizes) in a cluttered environment in the training dataset. Lastly, we sus-
pect that learning in clutter may help reduce the chance of overfitting since it provides
more stimuli in the scene, forcing the network to resist drawing conclusions from a
small subset of features.
Of the 75 grasp experiments, the network incorrectly predicted only five trials. A
selected number of these incorrect predictions are depicted in Figure 4.9. Of these
incorrect predictions, we suspect that the network has trouble predicting state cor-
rectly when the object is presented extremely close to the base of the robot and is not
flat on the ground (an instance of this is illustrated in the lower right of Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.8: Correct Prediction: Selected correct predictions computed before the
grasp action started. The figure illustrates correct Grasp success predictions (top
two rows) and correct Grasp fail predictions (bottom two rows).
Figure 4.9: Incorrect Prediction: Selected incorrect prediction computed before the
grasp action started.
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However, since the robot exploits the control basis framework to self-label real world
experiences, it has capacity to continuously improve the prediction performance by
executing more data collection trials.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, a preliminary study integrating deep learning architectures with
a control basis framework for robot control was demonstrated. The results show
that the real hardware systems can learn affordances through control basis state
predictions and gives support to a new form of robot skill learning that employs an
extended version of this approach.
We observe that in Figure 4.7 the validation accuracy with a small number of
training epochs is actually higher using a shallower network. It may be fruitful to
look into developmental strategies in which robots first learn using shallower networks
with a small set of training data to learn coarse behavior quickly. As more data is
possible, network structure and number of training epochs may be increased—this
assumes that the information encoded in the shallow convolutional layers are similar
between varying depth network architectures.
One of the most promising results of work dating back to two decades regard-
ing the Control Basis framework is that the underlying controllers are reusable in
the way that they are defined independent of hardware—therefore, they can be used
to control arbitrary robot morphologies [86]. Extensions of this work look into in-
corporating a larger number of controllers φ|στ at the output layer allowing for the
acquisition of time-dependent visuomotor policies over many basis controllers. This
allows the visuomotor skill learned in this work to be extended to acquire more com-
plex behaviors—a benefit of adopting the Control Basis framework.
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The work in this chapter serves as the preliminary basis for future extensions
supporting the integration between control theoretic architectures with deep learning
for visuomotor skills. For instance, since the network encodes the time history of
all grasping experiences, we hypothesize that continuous prediction may lead to fine
grained error detection. We suspect that this is the case since each forward propa-
gation of the depth image corresponds to prediction whether there is stimulus in the
scene that affords a particular action or control program (in this case φGrasp). If at
any point the performed action is no longer afforded by the scene, it may be possible
to detect and preempt the execution of the selected control program. We hope to
explore this further as future work.
In this chapter, we used a fixed goal of a Grasp controller. However, in general,
objects afford many viable grasps that are more or less well-suited to run-time con-
ditions and tasks. For example, our work on belief space planning in [88] and [89]
uses several types of grasping actions to construct a simple assembly. Thus, the robot
needs to know how to execute different types of grasps. In the next chapter, we relax
the constraint of using a fixed goal, and allow the robot learn different types of grasps
(different parameters of a controller).
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CHAPTER 5
INTRINSIC MOTIVATORS IN SELF-SUPERVISED DEEP
SENSORIMOTOR LEARNING FOR GRASPING
In this chapter, control goals (Search goals) and the robot state are added to the
neural network architecture to learn different types of grasps. Because of this addition,
a number of control goals must be examined to learn the affordance of sensorimotor
skills. To reduce the amount of training time, this chapter introduces an information-
theoretic, intrinsically motivated, self-labeling mechanism using closed loop control
states [101]. Taking this approach biases exploration to informative interactions—as
such, a robot requires much less training to achieve reliable performance.
5.1 Information Theory Based Intrinsic Motivations
To reduce the training time, different intrinsic motivations for active learning
are investigated to improve sample efficiency and demonstrate the idea by learning
Grasp [101]. The robot learns control affordances in a self-supervised manner using
an information-based intrinsic motivation. This intrinsic motivation guides the robot
to select the action that exposes the most information about the affordance. Since
supervised signals are control outcomes (control states), the resulting approach is a
form of intrinsically motivated self-supervised learning. A neural network is employed
to learn how sensory feedback maps to predictions about the outcome of actions.
The control basis uses γk+1 to describe the outcome of executing action ak in state
γk. The neural network, however, maps high dimensional states to outcomes γk+1
directly from raw sensor feedback (RGBD, proprioceptive, tactile) and parametric
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Figure 5.1: A neural network classifier trained to recognize the contexts that afford
an outcome control state given sensory feedback (e.g. dept image), proprioceptive
feedback (e.g. head tilt angle), a candidate control goal (e.g. REACH goal).
.
search actions ak. The neural network is a hyperparametric function approximator
fγ(φ|στ ) : X 7→ P (γ(φ|στ )) where x ∈ X is (z, g, s), z is the sensory input from the
environment (e.g. depth image), g are controller goals (e.g. parameters for Search
actions), and s is proprioceptive feedback of the robot (e.g. head tilt angles). To
simplify notation, we use γ instead of γ(φ|στ ) in the rest of this dissertation. The
deep neural network learns to predict whether the state of the controller program
will Converge. The neural network predicts either γ = 1 (Converged) or γ = 0
(Undefined or Unconverged). Let γ ∈ Γ be a label (Γ = {1, 0}) the robot assigns
given x, L = {(xi, γi)}NLi=1 be a set of labeled sensorimotor samples, and U = {xi}NUi=1
be a set of unlabeled sensorimotor samples. NL is the number samples in L and NU
is the number of samples in N , hence, NL = |L| and NU = |U|. Initially L is small
and the robot will collect labeled pairs to train fγ. In this dissertation, the training
cost required to achieve a reliable function approximator fγ should be minimized.
The cost can be the number of actions (queries) or training time (compute time
and execution time). The action the robot selects will query xi ∈ U to obtain γi.
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The query process takes time because the robot needs to execute exploratory actions
whose consequences are observed in real-time.
The robot selects the most informative sample x∗i for a query based on its intrinsic
motivation. The behavior of the following intrinsic motivators are investigated: maxi-
mum entropy [11], maximum entropy with Monte Carlo (MC) dropout [56], maximum
entropy with input noise, expected error reduction [102], and a hybrid approach that
combines the maximum entropy and the expected error reduction approaches. To
form a baseline, a random approach is used. The maximum entropy has been used in
active learning for decades, the maximum entropy with MC dropout is a state of the
art algorithm for convolutional neural networks, and the expected error reduction is
a standard active learning approach for low-dimensional inputs. The expected error
reduction has not been investigated for deep learning. We formulate the maximum
entropy with input noise and the hybrid approach for the comparison. Random sam-
pling is often used to collect a large datasets for self-supervised sensorimotor learning
[8].
The most informative sample x∗ is selected using intrinsic motivation mx. In
general, the most informative sample can be computed as follows:




The Maximum Entropy method selects training data in regions of the state space
that are relatively more uncertain [11].







where θ denotes parameters of a neural network fγ, U is an unlabeled dataset, and
Γ is a random variable of the controller state. The approximate cost of this method
is O( |U|F
B
) where F is the cost of computing fγ given one batch, and B is a batch
size (the nubmer of samples in a batch) for the feed-forward computation. The
computation will be expensive if we evaluate all samples in U . In robotics, Search
goals are continuous, and |U| can be infinite. To control complexity, we use a randomly
sampled subset Us ⊂ U . The resulting equation is
x∗ = arg max
x∈Us
(Hθ[Γ|x]) (5.2)





is the number of batches for
computing entropy. The entropy can take values in the interval [0, 1], and the upper
bound is achieved when P (γ = 1) = 0.5 and P (γ = 0) = 0.5.
x =− 0.5 log2(0.5)− 0.5 log2(0.5)
= 0.5 + 0.5 = 1
The lower bound is achieved when P (γ = 1) = 1 and P (γ = 0) = 0 or P (γ = 1) = 0
and P (γ = 0) = 1.
x =− 1 log2(1)− 0 log2(0)
= 0




−x−2 = 0 using
L’Hopital’s rule.
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Maximum Entropy with Monte Carlo Dropout (MEDO)
To better estimate the uncertainty of fγ, we can compute the entropy by making the
use of dropout layers in the neural network [56]. A sample x∗ is selected with








where θˆn follows the dropout distribution and N is the number of iterations to es-
timate the distribution. This finds the sample that is on average most uncertain
over different parameter settings. This is because each feed-forward pass generates
slightly different outputs given the same input as some neurons in the dropout layers
are randomly disabled. Gal et al. demonstrated how this approach performs better
than using the maximum entropy on the MNIST dataset [56] and ISBI 2016 dataset
(skin cancer images) regarding the number of queries. However, this approach incurs
a high cost O(NMFF ) and requires the additional implementation of dropout layers.
The performance of active learning methods depends on domains, and this approach
may not work well in other domains. MEDO has not been investigated in robotics.
Maximum Entropy with Input Noise (MEIN)
Instead of using dropout layers to estimate the output distributions, they can be
estimated by adding noise to the control goals. With this method a sample x∗ is
selected using







Hθ[Γ|x = (z, g + n, s)]
)
(5.4)
where n is noise and N is the number of n. Each element i,n of n follows
Uniform(0 , ri) where ri is a small constant. This method estimates uncertainty in the
model without relying on the use of dropout layers. This is a good approximation of
actual behavior as actions performed by a robot are stochastic. With this approach,
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the output of the neural network should be robust against small amounts of noise.
The cost of this method is O(NMFF ), which is similar to MEDO.
Expected Error Reduction (EE)
Expected error reduction [102] has not been investigated for use in deep convolu-
tional neural networks. While previous methods estimate the current uncertainty of
the model, the expected error reduction estimates the future model uncertainty by
retraining the model. This method is computationally expensive because it needs to
retrain the neural network considering all possible outcomes. To do this efficiently,
we compute the average of future performance over Ue ⊂ U instead of using U . We
also use only one sample (x, γ) to train the network for computing the future entropy
instead of using L ∪ (x, γ) where x is a sample we are examining and γ is a possible
outcome. The most informative sample x∗ is selected with















The cost is O(|Us||Γ|(MGG+MeF )) where |Γ| denotes the number of labels, G is






number of batches for computing entropy. Although this is still an expensive method
if the number of labels is large, we only consider two outcomes in our manipulation
task. Thus, it is still feasible to compute this intrinsic motivator in a reasonable
amount of time.
Hybrid Approach
Another possible measure is to combine both the maximum entropy and the expected
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error reduction approaches. The expected error reduction approach uses the expected
future entropy, Hˆθ|(x,γ), the estimation of which may not be accurate. To compensate
for this, we measure the difference between the current entropy and the expected
future entropy. The computational cost is the same as the expected error reduction
approach. The most informative sample x∗ is selected using









This metric is similar to the information gain that is often used as an intrinsic
motivation to decide the next action in active perception [47, 88, 89].
Baseline: Random (R)
The random approach randomly samples x from U .
x∗ =xi∗ where i∗ ∼ Uniform(1 , |U|) (5.8)
The random approach does not consider the current state of the model, and does not
bias exploration to informative areas. However, the complexity of this approach is
O(1). As such, the robot can execute more actions within a specific time frame than
the other approaches. The random approach was used as a baseline since this is a
common baseline in both active learning [56, 57, 58] and active perception [47, 103].
Note that a random approach can outperform active learning methods as shown in [57]
and active perception methods as shown in [103]. Compute time were not considered
in the evaluation in the previous research in [56, 57, 58, 103]. Active learning method
would have been worse than a random approach if they had included compute time
as a part of the evaluation.
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Figure 5.2: Network Architecture for Grasp affordance learning. The Relu layer
implements a linear rectifier.
5.2 Neural Network Architecture
The network predicts the outcome of grasping events. Figure 5.2 illustrate the
neural network architecutre. The network uses input x = (z, g, s) where z is a
depth image (size is 120 × 160), s is a head tilt angle, and g = (σrefL ,σrefR).
σrefL = (xL, yL, zL) and σrefR = (xR, yR, zR) are the reference positions for the left
and right hands, respectively. Reach control goals and head tilt angles are included
as additional inputs. The use of the Reach control goals and robot states supports
generalization over different robot-environment configurations. ADAM [69] is used to
update the weights in the neural network with a learning rate of α = 10−4.
5.3 Experiments
To investigate the benefits of intrinsic motivation and to evaluate the different
approaches outlined in Section 5.1, we conduct experiments on a manipulation task
where a robot learns to grasp novel objects. The objective is to predict grasp success
given depth images, controller goals, and proprioceptive states while minimizing the
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Figure 5.3: An overview of the procedure used in the experiment. Intrinsic motivation
selects the most informative sample x∗ to query. The robot self-labels the action
outcome using the status of closed loop controllers.
amount of training required. To collect quantitative results, we simulate the learning
process by using a pre-collected data. The overall approach is summarized in Figure
5.3. To grasp objects, the robot uses two controllers (REACH and COMPRESS) in
sequence (Figure 3.2). This sequence pre-grasps then grasps an object in an antipodal
configuration.
5.3.1 Dataset
In order to compare the outcomes of each approach statistically, we first collect
a training dataset of grasps on a fixed set of objects (Figure 5.4) prior to the ex-
periments. The performance of each intrinsic motivator introduced in Section 5.1
is evaluated on this dataset. Using pre-collected datasets is often used in the ac-
tive learning literature because it is easy to perform experiments on the pre-collected
dataset. This experimental setting is slightly different from a real application in
robotics. For example, the robot can select a pair of an observation and a control
goal (Fig 5.5) if we use the pre-collected datasets. In the real on-line scenario, the
robot may sample control goals given one observation to generate an unlabled dataset
(Figure 5.6) every time before the robot executes an action. Contrary to Figure 5.5,
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the depth images and the head tilt angles are all the same. Only control goals are
different. This on-line experiment is done in the following chapter.
During the data collection, the robot was presented with training objects at dif-
ferent positions and orientations in the scene. Additional objects were added to the
scene as distractors that were either placed out of reach, on top of other objects, or in
location that occluded areas in the scene. For each trial, the robot performs a grasping
action consisting of Reach and Compress actions with a randomly selected head
tilt angle. Pre-grasp (Reach) goals are selected for the left and right end effectors
by sampling xL ∼ Uniform(0.25, 0.43), yL ∼ Uniform(0.29, 0.31), zL ∼ Uniform(0.1,
0.5) with xR = xL, yR = −yL, zR = zL. In addition to these randomized goals, we
added samples whose control goals were specified by us. After the robot has reached
the specified pre-grasp posture the Compress controller φ|στ is executed until |φ˙| ≤ 1,
indicating that the controller has converged or quiesced. The asymptotic control state
γ becomes the label that is assigned to the whole grasp session—each of the saved
images inherits this label. If |φ| ≤ 2, we consider this as a successful grasp (γ = 1).
We use a quadratic error function φ that computes an error between the magnitude of
the reference force and the magnitude of the current force. If the gradient yields as a
fixed point (|φ˙| ≤ 1) and does not satisfy |φ| ≤ 2, we consider this as a failure grasp
(γ = 0). This can also happen if the hands close to a minimum distance smaller than
the minimum antipodal span. Each grasping trial is completed by resetting the robot
using a homing procedure. The data collection process consisted of 512 grasping
trials. Each trial took about 30 seconds. A set of 385 recorded grasping trials were
used as training data while 127 grasp experiences were used as testing data. Novel
objects were used for testing. We saved depth images and head tilt angles at 10 Hz.
Each grasping trial consisted between 100 and 300 samples. The training dataset
used first 20 samples from each grasping trial, and the testing dataset used first 10




Figure 5.4: The objects used in Chapter 5. The top figure shows training set consisting
of varying objects with a number of distractors. The bottom figure shows test set.
These objects are slightly different from objects used in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.5: An example of the pre-collected dataset. This dataset is treated as an
unlabeled dataset in the experiment. In this case, there are 12 unlabeled samples.
The unlabeled sample outlined in red has the highest score, and the robot selects this
sample for the next action (query).
Figure 5.6: An example of an unlabeled dataset in the on-line experimental environ-
mental setting. In this case, the robot generated 12 different control goals given the
current observation, hence there are 12 unlabeled samples. The unlabeled sample
outlined in red has the highest score, and it selects this sample for the next action
(query).
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(a) γ = 1
(b) γ = 0
Figure 5.7: Selected examples consisting of RGB and depth images that resulted in
γ = 1 (a) and γ = 0 (b). The robot’s hands slipped along the surface of the object
in some of the examples in (b).
Each sample contains a depth image, a controller goal, a proprioceptive state, and
a label the robot assigned. Figure 5.7 shows examples of the outcome states of the
closed loop controller. Figure 5.4 shows objects used in the experiment.
5.3.2 Hyper-parameters
Before experiments, we explored the hyper-parameters of the algorithms. Empir-
ically we found using |Us| = 200 to yield good performance. Due to the existence of
uncertain samples that do not carry much information, performance does not increase
even with larger |Us|. We suspect that these uninformative samples were generated
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by stochastic robot actions. As Cuong et al. shows, the maximum entropy approach
can be tricked by those uninformative samples that have the highest entropy but do
not tell anything about the true outcome [104]. We use N = 30, N = 30, |Ue| = 64,
MG = 1, B = 128, ri = 0.03, MF = 2, and Me = 1.
5.3.3 Experimental Settings
To investigate the behavior of each intrinsic motivator, we compare the area under
the learning curve (ALC) of each intrinsic motivator. In active learning, the num-
ber of actions (queries) is often the only cost function that is used to evaluate the
performance. We, however, consider the training time as well. We evaluate ALC
using three cost functions: the number of actions (QA), training time consisting of
the execution time (30 seconds) and compute time (Q30), and training time consist-
ing of the execution time (1 second) and compute time (Q1). The execution time
is the grasp cycle time (executing a grasp action, labeling the outcome, and going
back to the initial posture). Compute time is the time used for computing intrinsic
motivators. Actual execution time using uBot-6 was about 15 - 30 seconds, however,
we want to investigate the behavior of each intrinsic motivator under the different
ratio of compute time and execution time. Note that these cost functions do not
affect the action selection. These cost functions are used to compute ALCs. In each
experiment, five γ = 1 samples and five γ = 0 samples are drawn to construct the
balanced set of labeled sensorimotr sample L. The rest of the samples are used as
unlabeled sensorimotor samples U . After each query, we update the neural network,
remove the queried sample from U , and add it to L. Each experiment continues until
|L| = 1000.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of six algorithms in grasp affordance learning: An entry in
a table cell indicates that the approach of the row is statistically better performing
than the approach in the column (p < 0.05). The absence of an entry indicates the
performance of the pair is statistically equivalent.
ME MEDO MEIN EE H R
ME (Eqn. 5.2) - Q1 Q1 Q1,Q30 Q1 Q1,Q30, QA
MEDO (Eqn. 5.3) - Q1,Q30 Q1,Q30 Q1,Q30, QA
MEIN (Eqn. 5.4) - Q1,Q30 Q1 Q1,Q30, QA
EE (Eqn. 5.5) - Q30, QA
H (Eqn. 5.7) - Q30, QA
R (Eqn. 5.8) Q1 Q1 -
QA: the number of queries, Q1:1-second-query-time and computation time, Q30:30-second-
query-time and computation time
Table 5.2: The mean of the area under learning curve (ALC) for and Computation
Time (CT) for Grasp affordance learning. We consider three cost functions to eval-
uate the performance.
ALC(QA) ALC(Q30) ALC(Q1) CT (sec)
ME (Eqn. 5.2) 0.811± 0.02 0.761± 0.02 0.760± 0.02 0.02
MEDO (Eqn. 5.3) 0.815± 0.01 0.766± 0.01 0.741± 0.01 0.61
MEIN (Eqn. 5.4) 0.806± 0.02 0.760± 0.01 0.733± 0.02 0.62
EE (Eqn. 5.5) 0.804± 0.03 0.741± 0.02 0.624± 0.02 5.24
H (Eqn. 5.7) 0.808± 0.02 0.748± 0.02 0.641± 0.03 5.15
R (Eqn. 5.8) 0.755± 0.03 0.708± 0.03 0.708± 0.03 8.14×10−5
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Figure 5.8: Mean test accuracy in terms of the number of actions executed using
six candidate IM functions. A mean filter over five samples was applied. We com-
pare six approaches: Entropy (Equation 5.2), Bayes Entropy (Equation 5.3), Noise
Entropy(Equation 5.4), Expected Error (Equation 5.5), Hybrid(Equation 5.7), and
Random (Equation 5.8).
5.4 Results
For each experiment, we ran ten training trials of each intrinsic motivator with
a different initial L sampled from our dataset. If we use the entire training dataset
as L, the accuracy of the network asymptotes to 85.6%. The mean learning curves
are shown in Figures 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 for each experimental setting (QA, Q1, Q30).
For each, we compute the area under the learning curve (ALC) to evaluate the per-
formance of the intrinsic motivators. The results of the ALC computation are shown
in Table 5.2. The higher the ALC is, the more efficient and accurate a method is.
To determine statistical significance between each pair of methods, we used a ran-
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Figure 5.9: Mean test accuracy over execution time (30 seconds) and computation
time. A mean filter over five samples was applied. Each query took 30 seconds to
execute and assume different compute times.
domization test with p < 0.05. The results of the statistical significance tests are
shown in Table 5.1. An entry in a table cell indicates that the approach of the row
is statistically better performing than the approach in the column. Entries indicate
which setting is statistically significant, number of samples (QA), training time (Q30,
execution time is 30 seconds), and training time (Q1, execution time is 1 second). The
absence of an entry indicates the performance of the pair is statistically equivalent.
Analysis: the number of samples (QA)
When performance is evaluated solely using the number of queries, all intrinsic moti-
vators perform statistically better than random, as seen in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.10: Mean test accuracy over execution and computation time. A mean filter
over five samples was applied. Each query took one second to execute but took varied
times to compute.
However, there is no statistically significant difference in performance between the
intrinsically motivated approaches.
Although no statistically significant difference in performance among intrinsic mo-
tivators exist, the mean of the learning curve of the Expected Error Reduction is
slightly lower compared to the other intrinsic motivators. This is likely due to the
difficulty this method has of estimating the impact future actions has on entropy.
Figure 5.8 shows that the Maximum Entropy with MC dropout (MEDO), the
Maximum Entropy with Input Noise (MEIN), and the Hybrid approach (H) reached
70% accuracy more than 30 samples earlier than the Maximum Entropy (ME), which
indicates that these approaches work better with fewer number of samples. This is
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likely due to the fact that initially the labeled set does not cover a large space of the
domain. The exploration maximum entropy (ME) undertakes initially does not pro-
vide good guidance, as any sample is potentially informative. Maximum entropy with
MC dropout (MEDO) and maximum entropy with input noise(MEIN) produce better
approximations of the sensitivity to uncertainty by incorporating small perturbations
They guided the system better initially. Although the expected error reduction itself
trails other intrinsic motivators, the hybrid approach performs better than maximum
entropy (ME) guidance alone by biasing the system towards queries that will bring
more information in the future.
Analysis: Compute time and Execution time (Q30, Q1)
When computation time is dominated by execution time (as in the Q30 experiment)
every intrinsic motivator outperforms Random as seen in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.9.
There is no statistical significance in the performance among ME, MEDO, and MEIN
when execution time dominates compute time (Q30). However, when execution time
does not dominate computation time, as in the Q1 experiment Random outperforms
the Expected Error Reduction and Hybrid approaches (see Figure 5.10). This is
because the random approach is able to query more samples in the equivalent time.
Similarly, ME outperforms all other methods in Q1 due to its low computation time
coupled with the guidance it provides.
The computation time shows that MEDO and MEIN took about 30 times more
than ME. As we described in Section 5.1, the cost of ME is O(MFF ), MEDO is
O(NMFF ) and MEIN is O(NMFF ). With N = 30 and N = 30 the result matches
our cost analysis. The cost of expected error reduction and hybrid approaches is
O(|Us||Γ|(MGG + MeF )). The time to compute these approaches is more than 200
times that of ME (as expected since |Us| = 200, |Γ| = 2 MG = 1, and Me = 1).
When computation and execution times are accounted for there is a clear difference
in the performance of the different motivators that is not apparent when only the
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number of samples is considered. These results indicate that depending on the time
a robot takes to execute actions different motivators will provide better performance
than others. For instance, as seen by comparing the outcomes of Q30 and Q1 the
ME approach may not be the most efficient approach when execution dominates
computation time, but it is the most efficient approach when action execution time
does not dominate computation time. These results suggest that we need to consider
compute time and execution time to validate the effectiveness of intrinsic motivators
in deep sensorimotor learning tasks even though these times are often omitted in the
active learning literature.
5.5 Conclusion and Discussion
In this chapter, we have evaluated the use of active learning techniques to better
improve the learning rates of self-supervised deep sensorimotor learning approaches.
The results indicate that intrinsic motivators outperform random exploration and
reduces the number of actions and training time required for reliable performance.
Although no statistical differences are observed between the intrinsic motivators when
only the number of samples used are considered, when we consider the compute time
and execution time differences can emerge. As the results indicate, if the robot can
perform queries quickly (computation time is not dominated by execution time), the
maximum entropy approach outperforms all other methods. However, when execution
time does not dominate computation time, other approaches that better capture the
uncertainty of the network perform better.
Our results also indicate that using Expected Error Reduction as a motivator is
not ideal for deep sensorimotor learning because of both long compute time required
and the difficulty of estimating future uncertainty. Even when the future entropy is
approximated using just one sample, significant computation time is required. With
our dataset, if neural networks do not have drop-out layers, the maximum entropy or
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the maximum entropy with input noise can be used to achieve equivalent performance
to maximum entropy with Monte Carlo dropout.
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CHAPTER 6
LEARNING WITH EMBEDDING DISTANCE AND
AFFORDANCE FILTERING
As mentioned in Chapter 5, samples that lead to highly stochastic outcomes (con-
fusing samples) do not carry much information although they tend to cause high
entropy outcome states. Intrinsic motivators that depend on uncertainty, therefore,
can over-emphasize these unproductive training samples. If similar confusing samples
appear multiple times, the information theoretic intrinsic motivation tends to select
those confusing samples again. To address this, the robot checks whether it already
observed similar samples. Section 6.1 introduces embedding distance for this purpose.
Another issue that occurs during training is that random sampling leads to heavily
unbalanced data that has too many negative training samples. The robot may need
to take random sampling to collect an initial training data set. The initial labeled
dataset is necessary to start active learning and affects the performance [105, 106].
Heavily unbalanced initial data can affect the performance negatively [105]. Sec-
tion 6.2 introduces the concept of affordance filtering — a technique for transferring
prior background knowledge concerning commonly used skills to bias active learn-
ing toward more positive (CONVERGED) experiences early in the training process.
For example, the ability to predict where tactile reference signals exist (the Reach-
Touch affordance network) can avoid a vast number of unproductive training sam-
ples when learning GRASP affordances, which ultimately enhances the efficiency of
learning increasingly sophisticated skills.
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The experiments in Chapter 5 use the pre-collected training dataset to simulate
the learning process (Figure 5.3). In this chapter, we conduct experiments in on-line
experimental settings using a dynamic simulator.
6.1 Embedding Distance
The information theoretic measures presented in Chapter 5 do not differentiate
model uncertainty from stochastic events. For example, if the Grasp event is stochas-
tic due to sensitivity to robot configuration, environmental variability, or missing
information, then the intrinsic motivation cited in Section 5.1 will continue to bias
exploration toward unproductive states and Search actions. This behavior is shown
theoretically in [104]. As a result, the robot tends to fixate on these regions of the
scene with little result. To address this issue, we use a measure of the distance be-
tween features in an intermediate layer of the neural network as an additional intrinsic
motivator. This is inspired by the results of our work [23] that uses embedding simi-
larity to find similarity between aspects of objects. We show that features from the
last convolutional layer of a pre-trained network can be used to find similar aspects
(Appendix A.1). Hence, features from the intermediate layer are good candidates to
find training samples from novel viewpoints that are unrelated to previously obtained
samples. Exploring different aspects is important because the relative robot/object
geometry profoundly affects performance on manipulation tasks.
An incremental PCA is used to compress features from the pre-trained network,
and ball-tree index structure is used to make a query fast enough for real-time ap-
plications in [23]. Learning the parameters for PCA and creating ball-tree index
structures is appropriate if we do not need to update a neural network. However, in
this dissertation, features are extracted from a neural network that is being trained (a
neural network for Grasp affordance for example), and features of the labeled sam-
ples also need to be updated when the network is updated. Hence, the pre-processing
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required to create the PCA and ball-tree index is not ideal due to the increase of the
computational overhead. Thus, features are compared without any compression or
indexing in this dissertation.
Cosine distance is adopted in this dissertation instead of using Pearsons correlation
coefficient [107] that is used in [23] for feature comparison. Both Pearson’s correlation
coefficient and cosine distance are bounded, but cosine distance needs fewer operations
to compute. Cosine distance is computed as follows:
cos(Λu,Λl) = 1− Λu · Λl||Λu||2||Λl||2 (6.1)
where Λl is an embedding from a labeled sample, and Λu is an embedding from an
unlabeled sample. The embedding is an output from the last convolutional layer (n-
dimensional vector). The embedding of each sample in the unlabeled dataset U is
compared with the embedding of each sample in the labeled dataset L. We use the




This score represents that a sample u is at least du apart from the most similar
sample in previously seen samples in L. Cosine distance has been used for active
learning in computer vision [108], but cosine distance has not been used with other
metrics. In contrast, the proposed approach uses both entropy and the distance
between embeddings. In the field of deep learning, a feature vector extracted from
a neural network is called embedding. Hence, “embedding distance” and “feature
distance” are used interchangeably in this dissertation. The robot selects the most
informative sample defined as follows:
x∗ = arg max
x∈U
(α1mx + α2dx) (6.3)
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where α1 and α2 are weights or normalizer to control the importance of mx (intrinsic
motivation) and dx. In the experiments, we normalized mx and dx using all evaluated
samples, hence α1 =
1
||m||2 and α2 =
1
||d||2 where m = (m1,m2, · · · ,m|Us|) and d =
(d1, d2, · · · , d|Us|).
6.2 Affordance Filtering
In addition to sample efficiency, machine learning techniques applied to robotic
systems can exploit special forms of structure derived from kinodynamic coupling, in
effect, properties related to the Newtonian embodiment. These kinds of structure cre-
ate subsets of the robot system across which actions do not couple. Independent skills
captures opportunities in the perceptual-motor system to address multiple objectives
efficiently and precisely. In the developmental robotics community, researchers study
how skills influence the efficiency of cumulative learning [109]. To reduce training
time, the robot can use a developmental schedule. This can be designed by a pro-
grammer and make use of existing hierarchical skills [110]. The robot learns skills
incrementally based on this schedule. For example, the robot learns the affordance of
Reach-Touch before it learns Grasp or Push. In this way, the robot constrains
exploration of learning the affordance of the next skill by using the previously learned
affordance. Hence, the robot can collect more positive samples. Reach-Touch it-
self is a skill and some tasks may require a robot to execute Reach-Touch. In this
study, we focus on learning the affordances of Reach-Touch and Grasp.
At the beginning of the training, the robot needs to have a certain number of
converged and unconverged samples to train the neural network. This initial
dataset affects the performance of learning [105, 106]. “Warm-up” or “warm-start”
are used to describe the training with the initial dataset. In active learning, the
initial dataset is often called as “seed”. If Grasp goals are randomly sampled,
the robot collects a heavily unbalanced dataset that contains far too few successful
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Grasp trials. To alleviate the problem, we use the previously learned affordance
(i.e. Reach-Touch) as a filter. It is always the case that a successful Grasp action
will have a successful Reach-Touch action embedded in it. Therefore, randomly
selected goals for Grasp are filtered to exclude goals that are not also predicted to
cause the prerequisite Reach-Touch conditions.
First, the sampled candidates for Grasp goals are converted to Reach-Touch
goals to evaluate the affordance of Reach-Touch. For example, Reach-Touch
goals of the right hand are computed as follows:
σreach = σrefR
σtouch = σrefR + β
σrefL − σrefR
||σrefL − σrefR ||2
(6.4)
where σreach is a goal of Reach inReach-Touch controller (a reference of φCartesian),
σtouch is a goal position of Touch in Reach-Touch controller (a reference of
φCartesian), σrefR and σrefL are Grasp controller goals. σtouch is within the range of
the right hand, and β controls it. We use β||σrefL−σrefR ||2
= 1
2
in the experiment. An
example of the conversion is described in Figure 6.1. The blue arrow and the white
arrow represent a trajectory of Grasp controller. A trajectory of Reach-Touch
controller with σreach and σtouch will be similar to the blue arrow.
Algorithm 1 shows pseudocode for the filter. Sampled Search goals for Grasp
are converted to Reach-Touch goals using Equation 6.4 in Line 2. Then, the neural
network for the Reach-Touch affordance is used to obtain probabilities of each
outcome state in Line 5. A search goal for grasp must also produce a likelihood
of a Reach-Touch affordance that is greater than 0.5 in Line 8. In this case, the
“Reach-Touch filtered” grasp goal is executed to create a positive or negative
label, and then used to train the Grasp affordance network.
Avoiding heavily unbalanced data is especially important for the beginning of the
training as mentioned earlier. Algorithm 2 shows the proposed approach, intrinsically-
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Figure 6.1: An example of Equation 6.4. The blue arrow and the white arrow repre-
sent a trajectory of Grasp controller.
motivated self-supervised learning with/without affordance filtering. Affordance fil-
tering is applied in Line 2 - Line 12. The uBot6 changes its head tilt angle in Line 3
and Line 15 to obtain an image from a different angle. This prevents the affordance
network from overfitting to the images taken from the specific head tilt angle. The
uBot6 trains the neural network with the initial labeled dataset that is collected using
affordance filtering in Line 13. The uBot-6 selects the most informative control goal
in Line 18. A function GenerateUnlabeledData in Line 17 is used to generate U .
Given z and s, controller goals G are randomly sampled. These samples are added
to the unlabeled data set U .
6.3 Neural Network Architecture
Figure 6.2 shows the neural network architecture used in this chapter. This ar-
chitecture is used for both Reach-Touch affordance network and grasp affordance
network. It has five convolutional layers, and a feature vector is extracted from the
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Algorithm 1 Affordance Filtering
1: Input: sensory feedback z, proprioceptive state s, previously learned neural net-
work fγ, sampled controller goals G
2: Convert ∀g ∈ G to g′ ∈ G′ using Equation 6.4
3: P ← ∅
4: for g′ ∈ G′ do
5: p(γ = 1), p(γ = 0)← fγ(z, g′, s)
6: P ← p(γ = 1) ∪ P
7: if ∃p ∈ P > 0.5 then
8: Draw g
′∗ from G′ using P ′ = {p|p ∈ P > 0.5}
9: else
10: Randomly sample g
′∗ from G′
11: Return g∗
fifth convolutional layer. ADAM [69] is used to update the weights of the network.
Cross-entropy 4.3 is used as a loss function. Gal et al. reset a neural network every
time it acquires a new sample [56] (the network is retrained from scratch), and it takes
too much time to retrain it. Hence, Algorithm 2 does not reset the neural network.
This can lead the model to overfit or fall into the local optima. To avoid over-fitting,
batch normalization, dropout layers, a small learning rate, and soft-target [111] are
applied.
6.4 Experiments
The experiments were conducted to test the hypothesis that the proposed algo-
rithm enables a robot to learn the affordances of sensorimotor skills (Reach-Touch
and Grasp) efficiently. The experiments are designed to answer three questions:
1) what impact will affordance filtering have of the relative number of positive and
negative training samples; 2) the effect of using embedding distance to select training
data; 3) whether intrinsically-motivated self-supervised learning with the affordance
filtering (Algorithm 2) is more sample efficient than random sampling in Grasp
affordance learning.
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Algorithm 2 Intrinsically-Motivated Self-Supervised Learning
1: Input: sensory feedback z, robot state s, network of the previous skill
fReach-Touchγ , network f
grasp
γ , the number of iterations for training Ntrain, the
number of samples used to form the initial labeled dataset Ninitial
2: for i = 1, · · · , Ninitial do
3: Change a robot state to s
4: z ← Observe(s)
5: G← GenerateGoals()
6: if use Affordance Filtering then
7: g ← AffordanceF iltering(z, s,G, fReach-Touchγ )
8: else
9: Randomly sample g from G
10: Execute controllers with g
11: γ ← Self-label (z, g, s)
12: L ← L ∪ ((z, g, s), γ)
13: Train fgraspγ using L and Store ΛL
14: for i = 1, · · · , Ntrain do
15: Change a robot state to s
16: z ← Observe(s)
17: U ← GenerateUnlabeledData(z,G, s)
18: x∗ ← IntrinsicallyMotivatedActionSelection(fgraspγ ,U ,ΛL)
19: Execute controllers with g∗ where x∗ = (z, g∗, s)
20: γ ← Self-label x∗
21: L ← L ∪ (x∗, γ)
22: Train fgraspγ using L and Store ΛL
6.4.1 Environment
The experiments were conducted in Gazebo simulator [112] with open dynamics
engine (ODE) [113]. One object was presented randomly for eachReach-Touch/Grasp
trial. To make the experiments simple, the same set of objects were used for training
and testing sessions whereas different posses were imposed in both sessions. “Training
trial” is the whole training process that contains a couple of thousands actions. In
each training trial, objects were presented in the same ways for all intrinsic motivators.
Each action cycle is illustrated in Figure 6.3. The robot first observes the en-
vironment (e.g. obtaining a depth image and a head tilt angle of the robot). It
generates unlabeled samples by sampling search goals. Intrinsic motivation directs
exploration to the most informative sample. The robot executes a controller with the
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Figure 6.2: Network Architecture used in this section. Λ represents an extracted
feature vector. We extract Λ from the last convolutional layer.
Figure 6.3: An overview of the proposed intrinsically-motivated self-supervised learn-
ing.
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selected search goal, self-labels the outcome, and trains the network. The robot
iterates this process to learn the affordance.
6.4.2 Affordance Filtering
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of affordance filtering, Grasp trials were
collected with the random approach and affordance filtering. The environment with
17 objects was used. Six training trials were conducted. Each training trial contained
3500 actions. Objects were presented in the same ways for both random approach and
affordance filtering using the same random seed. Each training trial used a different
random seed to present objects. The number of collected converged samples and
the area under learning curve (ALC) were compared.
6.4.3 Reach-Touch Affordance Learning
The environment with four objects was used for Reach-Touch affordance learn-
ing for the right hand. In this experiment, the uBot-6 executes Reach-Touch
from the front or the side (Figure 6.4). It first randomly selects either touching
from the front (the left image in Figure 6.4) or touching from the side (the right
image in Figure 6.4). In case of touching from the front, Reach goals were selected
for the right end-effector by sampling xR ∼ Uniform(0.24, 0.26), yR ∼ Uniform(-
0.42, 0.02), and zR ∼ Uniform(0.1, 0.43) and Touch goals are selected by sampling
xR ∼ Uniform(0.38, 0.42), yR ∼ Uniform(-0.42, 0.02), zR ∼ Uniform(0.1, 0.43).
The frame is in the robot frame, and the unit of each number is meters. In case of
touching from the side, Reach goals were sampled from xR ∼ Uniform(0.25, 0.41),
yR ∼ Uniform(-0.39, -0.31), zR ∼ Uniform(0.1, 0.43) and Touch goals were sampled
from xR ∼ Uniform(0.25, 0.41), yR ∼ Uniform(-0.04, -0.04), and zR ∼ Uniform(0.1,
0.5). With these references of Reach-Touch, uBot-6 tries to touch an object from
the front or from the side. Figure 6.4 illustrates these goals. A learning rate 10−4
was used for ADAM to update weights in the experiment.
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Figure 6.4: The top down view of the Reach-Touch goals. Goals are drawn from
the green region. The robot randomly chooses either touching from the front (left
image) or touching from the side (right image).
InReach-Touch learning, the maximum entropy with embedding distance (Equa-
tion 6.3) was compared with the random approach. Seven training trials were con-
ducted. Each training trial contained 1480 actions. To investigate the behavior of
the proposed algorithm, three conditions were assumed: the number of actions (QA),
training time consisting of execution time (30 seconds) and compute time (Q30), and
training time consisting of execution time (1 second) and compute time (Q1).
Actual compute time differs with computers and the approximated compute time
was used to evaluate the sensitivity of performance on the compute time more gen-
erally. The experimental platform required an average of approximately 0.42 seconds
for computing the proposed intrinsic motivator and between 15 and 30 seconds for
actions to execute.
6.4.4 Grasp Affordance Learning
The environment with four objects was used for Grasp affordance learning. Five
training trials were conducted. Each training trials contained 1400 actions. Another
experiment with 17 objects was also run (Figure 6.5). We used two different envi-
ronments to see whether the complexity of the environment affects the performance.
Six training trials were conducted for this environment. Each training trial had 2800
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actions. These two environments were used to see whether the complexity of the
environment affects the performance. Reach goals were selected for the left and
right end-effectors by sampling xL ∼ Uniform(0.25, 0.41), yL ∼ Uniform(0.33, 0.42),
zL ∼ Uniform(0.1, 0.43) with xR = xL, yR = −yL, zR = zL. A learning rate 10−4 was
used for ADAM to update weights in the neural network for the environment with 4
objects and 10−5 was used for the environment with 17 objects.
In Grasp affordance learning, the proposed intrinsically-motivated learning al-
gorithm (Algorithm 2) was compared against the random approach, the maximum
entropy (Equation 5.2), the embedding distance (Equation 6.2), and affordance filter-
ing (Algorithm 1). Affordance filtering was applied to collect the initial 200 labeled
samples (100 samples for the environment with four objects) for the proposed ap-
proach (Equation 6.3), the maximum entropy, and the embedding distance. To make
sure that the initial dataset has at least 10 - 30 positive samples and to see the effect
of the affordance filtering, this number (200 samples) was selected. It took about
a half day to perform 1 training trial. This is because the fastest simulation time
without any errors on our system is about at most 1.2-1.5 faster than the real-time.
Actual compute time differs with computers, and the approximated compute time
was used when the algorithms was evaluated (0.02 seconds for affordance filtering,
0.02 seconds for the maximum entropy, 0.4 seconds for the embedding distance, and
0.42 seconds for the maximum entropy with the embedding distance).
6.5 Results
6.5.1 Affordance Filtering
Figure 6.6 shows the results on affordance filtering (cost of the training is the
number of actions). The mean of the collected converged samples is 281.0 out
of 3500 actions for the random approach, and 435.2 for affordance filtering. The
result of a non-parametric statistical testing (Wilcoxon signed-rank test) is that p-
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Figure 6.5: The seventeen objects in the experiments.
value is 0.028 < 0.05 and there is a significant difference. The results show that
affordance filtering can collect successful Grasp outcomes about 1.54 times more
than the random approach (Figure 6.6).
The mean of the area under learning curves (ALC) is 0.655 for the random ap-
proach and 0.685 for affordance filtering. The result of Wilcoxon signed-rank test is
that p-value is 0.028 < 0.05, and there is a statistical significance.
Figure 6.7 demonstrates the effect of affordance filtering. When affordance fil-
tering was used to collect the initial dataset, the maximum entropy with embedding
distance performed better than the maximum entropy with embedding distance with-
out affordance filtering. The initial dataset affected the learning curves as discussed
in [105, 106]. These results indicate that affordance filtering helps the robot to collect
more positive Grasp samples and to learn Grasp affordance efficiently.
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(a) The number of collected positive samples (b) The area under learning curve
Figure 6.6: The random approach v.s. affordance filtering: Six training trials were
conducted. Each training trial contained 3500 samples. The left figure shows the
number of collected converged samples, and the right figure shows the area under
learning curve (ALC). In each figure, the left bar is the random approach and the
right bar is affordance filtering.
Figure 6.7: The effect of affordance filtering. The orange curve used affordance filter-
ing and the blue curve used random sampling to collect 200 samples at the beginning
of the training. Both of them used MEED (entropy and embedding distance) to train
the neural network after that.
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6.5.2 Reach-Touch Affordance Learning
Table 6.1 presents the mean of the area under learning curves (ALC) and the
results of the statistical testing. Figure 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10 show the box plots of the
area under learning curves of the Reach-Touch affordance learning. Figure 6.11,
6.12, and 6.13 show the learning curves of the random approach and the proposed
approach in the Reach-Touch affordance learning. The learning curves are average
over 7 training trials. Wilcoxon signed-rank test [114] (non-parametric statistical
testing) was applied instead of t-test1 [115]. There is no statistical difference between
random sampling and sampling guided by the weighted sum of maximum entropy
and embedding distance. distance.
However, if we look at the ALCs of the first half (0 - 739th action) and the
second half (740th - 1480th action) separately, there is a statistical significance. In the
second half of the training, the intrinsic motivator finds more informative samples
than random sampling when execution time dominates training time or the number
of actions is considered as shown in Figure 6.11 and 6.12.
When the compute time dominates the training time (execution time is one second,
which is an extreme case), there is no difference in the second half of the training
in Figure 6.8. Random samples work better in the first half of the training when
compute time dominates (Figure 6.13). There are two possible reasons for this result.
First, the application often finds informative, random samples at the beginning of
training when the robot learns a simple skill like Reach-Touch. Second, random
actions are comparatively inexpensive and can, therefore, lead to larger number of
informative actions per unit time. After the robot achieves certain performance in
Reach-Touch affordance learning, it becomes harder for random sampling to find
1Our data passed a normality test, and we also applied t-test. We reached the same conclusion
as the result of Wilcoxon signed-rank test. However, the use of the normality test for the small
sample size (n < 30) is controversial, hence we report only q-values from Wilcoxon sign-rank test in
Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: The area under learning curve (ALC) of Reach-Touch affordance learn-
ing. The bold number indicates statistical significance (p < 0.05).
Duration Method ALC(QA) ALC(Q30) ALC (Q1)
All ME Embed 0.670± 0.03 0.660± 0.03 0.630± 0.03
All R 0.665± 0.02 0.656± 0.02 0.656± 0.02
First half ME Embed 0.616± 0.03 0.600± 0.03 0.568± 0.03
First half R 0.638± 0.01 0.622± 0.01 0.621± 0.01∗∗∗
Second half ME Embed 0.722± 0.02∗ 0.720± 0.02∗∗ 0.691± 0.03
Second half R 0.690± 0.02 0.690± 0.02 0.691± 0.02
*:p = 0.0357, **:p = 0.0357, ***:p = 0.012
R: Equation 6.1, ME Embed: Equation 6.3
informative random samples due to redundancy of negative samples, or samples that
produce stochastic outcomes. This behavior is observed in Figure 6.11 ,6.12, and
6.13. The learning curve of the proposed method crosses the learning curve of random
sampling after the robot achieves around 65% accuracy.
These results indicate that the intrinsic motivation is more efficient than the
random approach in Reach-Touch affordance learning after the neural network
is trained with several hundred samples.
The benefit of using both entropy and embedding distance is shown in Figure 6.14.
At the beginning of the training, entropy does not guide the robot to find informative
samples since all samples have similar scores (in the left figure in Figure 6.14). This is
because the parameters used in the network are close to random. In the right figure in
Figure 6.14, all samples have similar distance scores, but the entropy of the samples
is more scattered. It is possible that the entropy provides good guidance toward the
informative samples. Even if the samples are confusing samples (high entropy, but
not informative), the embedding distance can adjust the intrinsic motivator. If almost
all samples have similar entropy, but embedding distances are scattered, embedding
distance helps to find potentially informative samples.
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(a) All (b) First half
(c) Second half
Figure 6.8: Reach-Touch affordance learning result as a function of the number of
query/SEARCH actions: The left box is the area under learning curve (ALC) of the
random approach. The right box is the ALC of the proposed approach.
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(a) All (b) First half
(c) Second half
Figure 6.9: Reach-Touch affordance learning result as a function of training time
(execution time is 30 seconds): The left box is the area under learning curve (ALC)
of the random approach. The right box is the ALC of the proposed approach.
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(a) All (b) First half
(c) Second half
Figure 6.10: Reach-Touch affordance learning result as a function of training time
(execution time is 1 second): The left box is the ALC of the random approach. The
right box is the ALC of the proposed approach.
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Figure 6.11: Random v.s. Entropy with Embedding Distance for Reach-Touch
learning. Data illustrated is the mean of validation accuracy over 7 training trials as
a function of the number of query/SEARCH actions.
Figure 6.12: Random v.s. Entropy with Embedding Distance for Reach-Touch
learning. Data illustrated is the mean of validation accuracy over 7 training trials as
a function of the training time (execution time is 30 seconds).
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Figure 6.13: Random v.s. Entropy with Embedding Distance for Reach-Touch
learning. Data illustrated is the mean of validation accuracy over 7 training trials as
a function of the training time (execution time is 1 second).
(a) First action (b) 34th action
Figure 6.14: The left figure shows histograms of the intrinsic motivator at the first
action in Reach-Touch learning. The figure figure shows histograms of the intrin-
sic motivator at 34th action in Reach-Touch learning. (1) shows a histogram of
embedding distance measure over 512 unlabeled samples before normalization. (2)
shows a histogram of entropy before normalization. (3) shows a histogram of the sum
of these.
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6.5.3 Grasp Affordance Learning — four objects
The results of the experiments of learning Grasp affordance with 4 objects are
shown in Figure 6.15, 6.16, and Table 6.2. All of the approaches except for random
approach collected 100 samples using the Reach-Touch affordance filtering at the
beginning of the training. Random sampling collected 100 samples to form the initial
dataset. Performance was evaluated using the number of actions in this experiment.
I used Friedman test [116, 117] and then applied Bonferroni-Dunn test [118] as post-
hoc analysis. These statistical tests were suggested in [115] for experiments with
small numbers of samples (5 ≤ n ≤ 30) since there are not enough training trials
to assume the normal distribution. Table 6.2 shows the result of statistical testing
(Bonferroni-Dunn) after performing Friedman test (p = 0.000996). Maximum entropy
with embedding distance (MEED) is the only method that is statistically better than
the random approach. There is a weak statistical significance supporting superior
performance of the embedding distance (ED) over the random approach as well.
Figure 6.15 indicates that MEED learns the affordance efficiently compared to other
approaches. These results show that the intrinsic motivation enables a robot to learn
Grasp affordance more efficiently. A learning rate 10−4 was used for ADAM to
update weights in the network in this experiment. This learning rate seemed to cause
overfitting and high variance of the accuracy. Based on this observation, a learning
rate 10−5 was used for the learning rate in the Grasp affordance learning in the
environment with 17 objects.
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Figure 6.15: Validation accuracy of Grasp learning. This figure shows the mean of
the area under learning curve of five training trials. Four objects are used in this
experiment. “RandomFilterAll” is affordance filtering for all actions.
Figure 6.16: The area under learning curve of Grasp affordance learning (cost is the
number of actions) — four objects: R: random approach, AF: affordance filtering,
ME: maximum entropy, ED: embedding distance, MEED: maximum entropy with
embedding distance
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Table 6.2: Comparison of five algorithms in GRASP affordance learning (four ob-
jects): An entry in a table cell with a red bold number indicates that the ap-
proach of the row is statistically better performing than the approach in the col-
umn (p < 0.05). The black bold number indicates that there is a weak statistical
significance (p < 0.1).ME, ED and MEED used AF to collect the initial 100 samples.
R AF ME ED MEED ALC(QA)
R (Eqn. 5.8) - 0.588± 0.02
AF (Algorithm 1) - 0.670± 0.03
ME (Eqn. 5.2) - 0.672± 0.06
ED (Eqn. 6.2 0.0772 - 0.698± 0.06
MEED (Eqn. 6.3) 0.0109 - 0.727± 0.03
R:Random, AF: Reach-Touch affordance filtering, ME:maximum entropy, ED:embedding
distance, MEED: maximum entropy with embedding distance.
6.5.4 Grasp Affordance Learning — 17 objects
The results of the experiments of learning Grasp affordance with 17 objects are
shown in Figure 6.17, 6.18, 6.19, 6.20, and Table 6.3. The results of the experiments
with 17 objects are similar to those of the 4 objects. All of the approaches except
for random approach used 200 samples collected by the Reach-Touch affordance
filtering as the initial training data. Random approach used 200 samples collected
randomly to create the initial dataset.
Table 6.3 shows the result of statistical testing. First, Friedman test was applied,
and the result was p = 0.0092 < 0.05 for QA (the number of actions), p = 0.0155 <
0.05 for Q30 (execution time (30 seconds) and compute time) and p = 0.036 < 0.05
for Q1 (execution time (1 second) and compute time). This indicates that there
is at least one method that is statistically better than at least one of the other
methods. The results of the post-hoc analysis show that the maximum entropy with
embedding distance is the only approach that is statistically better than the random
approach. In Figure 6.18, the Reach-Touch affordance filtering is better than other
approaches until around 400th action (in addition to the initial 200 samples). This
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(a) The number of actions (b) Execution time = 30 seconds
(c) Execution time = 1 second
Figure 6.17: Grasp affordance learning — Seventeen objects. R: the random ap-
proach, AF: affordance filtering, ME: maximum entropy, ED: embedding distance,
MEED: maximum entropy with embedding distance
Figure 6.18: Validation accuracy over the number of actions of Grasp learning with
2800 actions. This figure shows the mean of accuracy over six training trials. Seven-
teen objects were used in this experiment.
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Figure 6.19: Validation accuracy over training time (execution time is 30 seconds) of
Grasp learning with 2800 actions. This figure shows the mean of accuracy over six
training trials. Seventeen objects were used in this experiment.
Figure 6.20: Validation accuracy over training time (execution time is 1 second) of
Grasp learning with 2800 actions. This figure shows the mean of accuracy over six
training trials. Seventeen objects were used in this experiment.
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Table 6.3: The area under learning curve (ALC): The initial dataset was collected
using affordance filtering for max entropy, embedding distance, and max entropy with
embedding. The bold number indiates that there is a statistical significance.
ALC(QA) ALC(Q1) ALC(Q30)
R (Eqn. 5.8) 0.654± 0.02 0.652± 0.02 0.652± 0.02
AF (Algorithm 1) 0.682± 0.01 0.679± 0.01 0.680± 0.01
ME (Eqn. 5.2) 0.678± 0.02 0.674± 0.04 0.675± 0.02
ED (Eqn. 6.2 0.686± 0.03 0.665± 0.03 0.683± 0.02
MEED (Eqn. 6.3) 0.713± 0.01∗1 0.690± 0.01∗2 0.710± 0.01∗2
*1: p = 0.0051, *2: p = 0.0058, *3: p = 0.0284
QA: the number of queries, Q1:1-second-query-time and computation time, Q30:30-second-
query-time and computation time
implies that we could collect more samples using Reach-Touch affordance filtering.
When both entropy and embedding distance (purple line in Figure 6.18) was used,
it produces the best result. Even when ALC is computed over the training time in
evaluation (Figure 6.19 and 6.20), the proposed method with entropy and embedding
distance works better than other methods except at the beginning of the training.
This indicates that taking many random actions to learn a difficult task like Grasp
is not effective while the proposed method effectively finds informative samples.
6.6 Conclusion
In Chapter 6, embedding distance was introduced to improve the performance
of the intrinsic motivator. In addition, affordance filtering was used to collect more
positive results at the beginning of the training. Quantitative results show that the
robot is able to collect more positive results with affordance filtering than random
approach. The results also show that maximum entropy with embedding distance and
affordance filtering learns affordances faster than the random approach. Therefore,
the learning framework proposed in this dissertation is able to reduce the training
time and the number of actions required to learn affordances of sensorimotor skills.
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The goal of this dissertation is to reduce the training time (or the number of
actions) required to learn reliable deep sensorimotor skills in robot systems. This dis-
sertation has the following contributions whose validity is supported by quantitative
experiments.
1. Fixed point structure of closed-loop systems (i.e. control basis framework)
is exploited to provide useful abstractions of training data. The neural net-
work learns the probability of the convergence of the closed-loop controller pro-
grams given the current environment. The closed-loop abstraction provides
a method for self-supervision in which a robot labels its training experiences
autonomously.
2. Information theoretic motivation combined with embedding distance biases the
selection of effective training examples.
3. The Reach-Touch affordance network biases exploration toward productive
training samples for grasp affordance learning. This avoids “unlearning” when
the positive results are difficult to find, and negative results are much more
probable than successful results.
Chapter 4 demonstrates a preliminary study integrating deep learning with the
control basis framework using a fixed goal. The results show that a robot can learn
visuomotor skills through control basis state predictions and self-supervision.
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Chapter 5 extends the algorithm proposed by adding a controller goal and propri-
oceptive states as inputs. The use of intrinsic motivations was evaluated to improve
the learning rates of self-supervised deep sensorimotor learning. The pre-collected
data was used for the experiments. The results show that intrinsic motivators out-
perform random exploration and reduce the number of actions and training time.
As the results indicate, if the robot can perform queries very quickly, the maximum
entropy approach outperforms all other methods.
Chapter 6 introduces embedding distance as an additional metric to improve the
performance of the intrinsic motivators. Then, an affordance filtering is proposed as
a part of sequential learning. The results show that the information theoretic metric
with embedding distance works better than the random approach. The use of the
previously learned affordance biases a robot experience to convergence events, which
is beneficial to warm-up the neural network.
In conclusion, this dissertation shows that controllers defined in the control basis
framework can be used to abstract training data and to provide a self-labeling func-
tionality. It also shows that the information theoretic motivation with embedding





A.1 Embedding Similarity for Object Aspect Models
In [23], we investigate object recognition on robotic platforms where target ob-
jects can be unknown and where new models of unseen objects are added dynamically.
In this context, recognition can require multiple sensor geometries that provide new
“viewpoints” on the scene. The framework proposed in [23] uses pre-trained convo-
lutional neural network layers to construct object models. We show that the use of
features from the last convolutional layer Λ can be used to differentiate these view-
points on objects while features from the last layer Υ can be used to differentiate
object classes. A pre-trained Alexnet was used to extract features.
Figure A.1 shows results of Λ query that is used to find similar aspects and Fig-
ure A.2 shows results of Υ query that is used to find similar object classes. The query
D in Figure A.2 indicates that features from the last fully connected layer can be used
to find similar object classes, but it does not necessarily return similar aspects. On
the other hand, the query D in Figure A.1 shows that it can be used to find similar
aspects.
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Figure A.1: Viewpoint comparisons. The leftmost images are query images. Resulting
viewpoint comparisons are shown in sorted order to the right. Query A shows the
system is able to correctly distinguish between the two sides of the recycle bin from
the different textual patterns. ρ is similarity between the query image and the image
in the model.
Figure A.2: Results of Υ-queries that find similar object classes. Images in the first
column are query images. Query A, B, and C returns objects whose pose are similar
to queries. In Query D, it returns the same object classes, but the orientation is
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